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Chapter

Response of Coastal Upwelling
East of Hainan Island in the South
China Sea to Sudden Impact
and Long-Term Variability of
Atmospheric Forcing
Lingling Xie and Mingming Li

Abstract
The wind-driven coastal upwelling east of Hainan Island (UEH) in the northwestern South China Sea (SCS) is sensitive to the multi-scale variability of atmospheric forcing. This chapter focuses on two ends of time scales of atmospheric
forcing: very short-time or sudden impact, i.e., typhoon passages; and long-term
variability associated with El Niño events. The response of the sea surface temperature (SST) associated with the UEH to typhoon passages was investigated based on
concurrent satellite SST and wind products. The long-term variability and response
of the UEH to super El Niño events were analyzed based on recent 30 years of satellite data. The results show that the UEH has significant responses to atmospheric
forcing. Meanwhile, the ocean circulation also plays an important role in modulation of the coastal upwelling.
Keywords: coastal upwelling, typhoon, ENSO, long-term variability, South China Sea

1. Introduction
As one of the important dynamic processes in continental shelf seas, coastal
upwelling is capable of bringing the cold and nutrient-rich subsurface water to the surface [1–3]. Thus, it plays a crucial role in the local fishery [4, 5], sedimentation process
[6, 7], and weather system [8, 9]. Meanwhile, the coastal upwelling is of significance
for the air-sea CO2 flux and the global carbon cycle [10, 11]. Hence, oceanographers
have paid much attention to the coastal upwelling in various ocean areas [12–18].
The wind-forced offshore Ekman transport is the general mechanism for the
coastal upwelling [16, 19–21]. In recent decades, with global climate change, the
long-term and interannual variability of upwelling, particularly its response to
extreme events, such as the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events, has been
paid more and more attentions [22–27]. On the other hand, the coastal upwelling
in low latitudes is susceptible to frequently passing tropical cyclones. The sudden
impacts by typhoon passages on the upwelling process are worth pursuing [28–31].
As shown in Figure 1, upwelling east of Hainan Island (UEH) is seasonal coastal
upwelling in the northwestern South China Sea (SCS). It occurs mostly within a
1
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Figure 1.
Climatological monthly mean SST (a–c), wind stress vector (d–f), and wind stress curl (g–i) in summer
months of June, July, and August in northern SCS. Black boxes A and B represent the coastal upwelling zone of
the UEH and the background zone without upwelling in deep water, respectively.

range of 40 km off the coastline in summer months as the southwesterly monsoon
prevails [16, 21, 32]. The wind-driven offshore Ekman transport and Ekman pumping, as well as the topography effect, are main mechanisms of the UEH [33–35].
Since pioneer studies in the 1960s, researchers have investigated the hydrographic
features and the variability of the UEH [16, 31, 33, 36–39]. In recent years, the 3D
vertical circulation and diapycnal turbulent mixing in the UEH zone have been
investigated from cruise observations [21, 40].

2. Long-term variability of UEH
2.1 Climatology
As shown in Figure 1a–c, the SST reaches above 28°C in the most northern
SCS. One can see that the low-temperature area along the eastern coast of Hainan
Island formed by upwelling is quite evident with SST decreasing from 27.5°C at 40 km
offshore to 26°C along the coast. In July and August, the SST reaches above 29°C in
the deep water but is still lower than 27.5°C in the coastal upwelling zone. Influenced
by East Asia monsoon, the southwesterly winds prevail in the northern SCS in
summer as shown in Figure 1d–f. One can see that the wind stress in the offshore
water east of Hainan Island is lower than that in the deep water. The winds blow
northeastward over the offshore water. The non-zero wind stress curl is produced by
nonuniform spatial distributions of wind speed and wind direction. From the wind
stress curl shown in Figure 1g–i, one can see that in summer, the wind stress curl east
of 112°E in the northern SCS is generally negative, while that over the coast upwelling
zone between 110° and 111°E is positive in June–August, and the value and extent are
larger in July. Driven by the positive wind stress curl, the Ekman pumping can cause
upwelling of lower layer cold water, leading to the UEH with low SST.
2.2 Variability of upwelling intensity
We use the SST difference between the upwelling zone (Zone A in Figure 1)
and that in the deep water without upwelling (Zone B in Figure 1) as the upwelling
2
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Figure 2.
Variation of the averaged SST in summer in the upwelling zone (zone A in Figure 1) (a) and the background
zone in the deep water (zone B in Figure 1) (b) and the upwelling index (UI) of UEH (c) from 1982 to 2012.
The straight lines represent the linear trends of the variations (cited from [26]).

index (UI) to denote the upwelling intensity (refer to [26] for details). Figure 2
shows the variation of SST in zones A and B and the UI of the UEH from 1982 to
2012. One can see that both the SST in the upwelling zone A, i.e., SSTnear, and that
in the deep water without upwelling, i.e., SST far, have increasing trends in recent
30 years. The increase rate is 0.03°C/a for zone A and 0.02°C/a for zone B, respectively. The warming in the upwelling zone is faster than that in the open-sea waters.
Thus, the UI of the UEH has a decreasing trend with a rate of −0.01°C/a. The UEH
weakens as the global climate changes. This is opposite to the intensification in the
coastal upwelling zones on the east coast of the ocean basin [22, 24–25, 41].
In order to investigate the interannual variability of the UEH, we decompose
the UI time series using the empirical mode decomposition (EMD) method [42].
The first three intrinsic mode functions (IMFs 1–3) are shown in Figure 3. One can
see that the periods of the IMFs 1–3 are about 3 a, 5 a, and 10 a, respectively. The
corresponding variance contributions are 82, 10, and 1%. The IMF1 has the largest amplitude and dominates the interannual variability of the UEH. On the other
hand, the 3-year variation is highly related to the ENSO events [33].
2.3 Variability of upwelling center
Taking the latitude of the maximum UI as the upwelling center, one can investigate the variation of the position of the UEH. As shown in Figure 4a, one can see
3
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Figure 3.
First three intrinsic mode functions (IMFs 1–3) of the UI series of the UEH (a) IMF1, the first and largest
mode, (b) IMF2, the second mode and (c) IMF3, the third mode (cited from [26]).

Figure 4.
The interannual variation (a) and the statistics (b) of the upwelling center of the UEH in 1982–2012 and three
IMFs of the variation (c–e) (cited from [26]).

that the center of UEH oscillated north-southward along the Hainan coast between
18.9° and 19.3°N in the past 30 years. The center positions of the largest probability
are in 19.2°–19.3°N and 18.9°–19°N. For the long-term variation trend, one can
see that the center position shifted northward from 1980 to 2012. The IMFs of the
center position series also show interannual variability with three intrinsic periods
of 3 a, 5 a, and 10 a, of which IMF 1 has the largest amplitude and dominates the
variance.
2.4 Effects of wind stress and wind stress curl
The UEH is generally driven by the alongshore wind stress. However, for the
long-term variation, the alongshore wind stress has an increasing trend with a rate
of 1.1 × 10−5 N/m2/a as shown in Figure 5a. This is opposite to the decreasing trend
of the UEH shown in Figure 2c. The correlation coefficient of the interannual
variability of the UI with that of the alongshore wind stress is only 0.43 (P < 0.02).
The alongshore wind stress seems not to be the dominant factor for the long-term
variation of the UEH. Figure 5b shows the variation of the wind stress curl over the
upwelling zone. One can see that the wind stress curl has a decreasing trend with a
rate of −2.7 × 10−11 N/m3/a. The correlation coefficient of the wind stress curl and
the UI reaches 0.66 (P < 0.001). For the first two IFMs, the correlation coefficients
reach 0.75 for IMF1 and 0.54 for IMF2 for the wind stress curl but are 0.52 for IMF1
and 0.46 for IMF2 for the alongshore wind stress. This result suggests that the wind
4
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Figure 5.
Variations of the alongshore wind stress τalongshore (a) and the curl of wind stress curlzτ (b) over the UEH zone in
1982–2012. The straight lines represent the linear trends (cited from [26]).

stress curl-induced Ekman pumping plays a more important role in the long-term
variability of the UEH intensity.
By comparing the latitudes of maximum alongshore wind stress (around
19.1°N) and wind stress curl (around 19.25°N), one can see that the latitude of the
maximum wind stress curl is more consistent with latitudes of the maximum UI at
19.2°–19.3°N. This shows the importance of the wind stress curl on the long-term
variation of the UEH.

3. Response of UEH to super El Niño events
3.1 Background
As mentioned above and in previous studies, the UEH has interannual variability associated with the ENSO events [37]. Comparing with the UEH, the upwelling
east of Vietnam coast (UEV) in the western SCS has different response to the ENSO
events [8, 43]. Jing et al. [33] analyzed the response of UEH and UEV to a super
El Niño event of 1997–1998 and found that in summer 1998, southerly winds were
intensified in the northern SCS, so that UEH was strengthened, while easterly
winds were abnormally intensified along the Vietnam coast over the southern
SCS, so that UEV is weakened. Most of these previous investigations explained the
mechanisms of response of coastal upwelling to El Niño events based on wind forcing, and less attentions are paid to the background ocean dynamic processes.
Recently, another super El Niño event occurred in 2015–2016, which lasted
for longer than 12 months with sea surface temperature anomaly (SSTA) peaks
higher than 2°C for longer than a half year as shown in Figure 6. Shen et al. [39]
use SST, sea surface height (SSH), wind fields, and heat flux data from 1995 to 2016
to compare different responses of UEH and UEV to the two super El Niño events
of 1997–1998 and 2015–2016 and found that ocean mesoscale eddies significantly
affected the response of coastal upwelling to El Niño events.
5
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Figure 6.
Niño 3.4 index from 1995 to 2016. Blue, orange, and red color bars represent SSTA lower than 0.4°C, but higher
than 0.4 and 2°C, respectively (cited from [39]).

3.2 SSTA
The SSTA with respect to climatologic SST is generally used as an indicator to
represent response of upwelling to the El Niño events [8, 33, 43, 44].
Figure 7a–b shows the averaged SSTA fields of UEH and UEV in local summer
(June–July–August) of 1998. One can see that the extent of cold water in UEH
expanded with totally averaged SST 0.04°C lower than that of climatology, implying that UEH was slightly intensified. On the other hand, the extent of cold water
in UEV was remarkably shrunk with greatly increased SSTA. The totally averaged
SSTA was 1.15°C. In particular, at the cold center of climatology near 11° 30’N, SSTA
was warmed up as high as 1.8°C. This implies that the UEV greatly weakened after
the super El Niño event of 1997–1998 ended in spring 1998.
Super El Niño event of 2015–2016 ended in spring 2016 has the longest lifetime
and the highest SST anomaly in the equatorial Pacific since 1900. In summer 2016,
SSTAs in UEH and UEV are entirely different. As shown in Figure 7c–d, all SSTs in
UEH show warm anomaly with the SSTA amplitudes of 0.4–1.0°C, and the warmest anomaly appeared at about 100 km offshore. Comparing SST distribution (not
shown), the cold water area of UEH greatly decreased, with totally averaged SSTA of
0.67°C, implying that UEH weakened. Meanwhile, SST in the UEV decreased about
0.2°C in the area 50 km offshore from 11° 30’N to 12° 30’N, while SST slowly increased
from the cold center to the deep water. The totally averaged SSTA was 0.17°C with a
maximum warm anomaly of 0.4°C, implying that UEV was also slightly weakened.
3.3 Wind field anomaly
The variability of local wind field is an important factor that must be considered
in response of coastal upwelling to super El Niño events. Figure 8 shows the wind
vector anomaly (arrows) and the wind stress curl anomaly (color) of the UEH
and the UEV in summer 1998 and 2016. Forced by abnormal southerly winds and
positive wind stress curl anomaly, both favorable conditions for upwelling, UEH
was intensified with expanded sea surface cold water area and lower temperature
in summer 1998 (Figure 8a). This is consistent with SSTA patterns shown in
Figure 7a. Meanwhile, for the UEV, southerly wind anomaly was remarkable, and
wind stress curl decreased with the negative anomaly of −2 × 10−7 N m−3. The two
factors restrained the upwelling development, so that SST in UEV increased in summer 1998 (Figure 8b). This is consistent with SSTA patterns shown in Figure 7b.
In summer 2016, southerly wind anomaly was still dominant over the UEH; the
wind stress curl anomaly was positive and negative over the northern and southern
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Figure 7.
SSTA in UEH (a, c) and UEV (b, d) in summers 1998 and 2016. Color codes are in °C (cited from [39]).

UEH, respectively (Figure 8c). The wind speeds were higher than the climatologic
means. Theoretically, the wind fields were favorable to the upwelling development.
However, the comparison with the SSTA patterns shown in Figure 7c indicates that
the temperature in the UEH cold water area greatly increased and the region of cold
water became narrower. Based on this fact, Shen et al. [39] speculate that there are
other factors to weaken the UEH. In the UEV, the southerly wind anomaly was dominant, and the wind stress curl anomaly was positive in most cases with the mean
positive anomaly as high as 1.5 × 10−7 N m−3 (Figure 8d). The wind speeds were
greater than the climatologic values. Such wind field anomaly was greatly favorable
to the upwelling development. However, results in the above section indicate that
in summer 2016, the mean SST in the UEV was close to the climatologic mean, cold
water area was not obviously expanded, and lower SST appeared in partial area
only. This implies that there are some factors to counteract forcing of wind field,
resulting in unchanged upwelling intensity in the UEV.
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Figure 8.
Composite maps of wind vector anomaly (arrows) and wind stress curl anomaly (color codes in N m−3) of
UEH (a, c) and UEV (b, d) in summer 1998 and 2016 (cited from [39]).

3.4 Surface heat flux
The sea surface heat flux is an important factor to affect the SSTA. Figure 9a
shows summer mean net heat flux of the western SCS in 1998 and 2016. One can see
that the horizontal distributions are characterized by dipole patterns, i.e., a low-value
center, located at the deep basin coexisting with a high-value center at the northwestern shelf. The extent of high net heat flux (NHF) (>7.5 × 106 J m−2) in summer 2016
(Figure 9b) was much larger than that in summer 1998 (Figure 9a), suggesting that
the heat absorbed by UEH and UEV was higher than that in 1998 summer.
Figure 9c shows the difference of spatial mean NHF in summer 2016 from that
in summer 1998. For both of the UEH and the UEV, all the heat flux differences
are positive, i.e., the heat gain due to shortwave solar radiation in summer 2016
was greater than that in summer 1998, and the heat losses due to the long-wave
radiation, latent heat flux, and sensible heat flux were smaller than that in summer 1998. This result reveals that NHF absorbed by the sea water of two upwelling
zones in summer 2016 was near twice of that in summer 1998. The increase amplitude of the NHF in UEV was twice of that in UEH. However, comparing that in
summer 1998, the mean SST in UEH in summer 2016 increased near 0.71°C, while
that in UEV decreased by 0.98°C as shown in Figure 7, namely, in the UEV, the
NHF increased, but SST decreased. Therefore, the NHF is not a dominant factor to
8
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Figure 9.
Downward mean net heat flux (NHF) in the western SCS in summer 1998 (a) and 2016 (b) and difference of
mean heat fluxes of summer 2016 from 1998 in UEH and UEV (c). Color codes in a–b represent NHF in J m−2
(cited from [39]).

affect SSTA in the upwelling cold water area during the El Niño events, but there
must be other dynamic factors to counteract the SST increase in the upwelling cold
water areas.
3.5 Effects of ocean dynamic processes on upwelling cold water
As a component of the ocean circulation, coastal upwelling is affected by the
background current. The surface cold water in the upwelling zone is formed by
transport of cold water in lower layers to upper layers carried by the vertical motion
of sea water. Meanwhile, if horizontal currents transport water masses with different properties from other areas to the upwelling zone, or alter the current fields to
affect divergence of upper layer sea water, it is possible to change the intensity and
location of upwelling.
Mesoscale eddies are active in the SCS [45, 46]. The horizontal and vertical
motions of eddies would modulate background current and mass transport, so
9
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Figure 10.
SSHA distribution in the western SCS in summer 1998 (a) and 2016 (b). Color codes are in m (cited from [39]).

that they may be the important processes to affect UEH and UEV. Here, the SSH
anomaly (SSHA) is used as an index to analyze effects of mesoscale eddies on SSTA
in the upwelling zones. Figure 10 shows SSHA distribution in the western SCS in
summer 1998 and 2016. In summer 1998, SSHA in the northern SCS was negative
(Figure 10a), favorable for UEH development. Meanwhile, there was an ellipseshaped warm eddy in SW-NE direction off the South Vietnam coast. The UEV
was located within the extent of warm eddy, so that the UEV was restrained. On
the other hand, in summer 2016, the UEH was located in the positive SSHA area,
and there were multiple weak warm eddies east of Hainan Island (Figure 10b).
The SSHA was also positive in the offshore water of Vietnam. Near the Indo-China
Peninsula, there were a train of stronger warm eddies centered at 10°, 12°, and
15°N, respectively. This might explain that although the wind field anomaly along
the Vietnam coast was quite favorable for upwelling development, the extent of cold
water did not expand, and SST also did not decrease with respect to the climatology.
It is the warm eddies that may counteract the wind forcing effect.

4. Response of UEH to typhoon passage
4.1 Statistics of typhoon
Previous investigators have addressed that the hydrological characteristics and
dynamic structure of the upwelling may have dramatic changes after typhoon
passage [28, 38, 47]. The UEH is located in the pathway of typhoons formed both
in the western Pacific Ocean and the SCS [47, 48]. In order to investigate the sudden impact of typhoon forcing on the UEH, Xie et al. [31] analyzed the statistics of
typhoons passing the UEH zone during the past 34 years from 1982 to 2015.
As shown in Figure 11, there were a total of 42 tropical cyclones passing the
UEH between April and September from 1982 to 2015, of which 24 cyclones originated from the western Pacific and 18 from the SCS. The cyclones originating from
the Pacific passed over the UEH mostly in July, while the locally generated cyclones
in the SCS appeared mostly in August. Most cyclones moved northwestward into
the research area, while several cases passed this region north-/northwestward or
even parallel to the coastline. Figure 11g shows the incidence angles of the cyclones,
which is defined as the angle between the pathway of cyclone when entering the
upwelling region and the trend of coastline, i.e., 0° for the passage parallel to the
coastline and 90° for perpendicular. Twenty-five cyclones entered this area with
10
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Figure 11.
Tracks and incidence angles of cyclones passing over the UEH zone (red box) during the period from April to
September of 1982 to 2015. Black lines in (a)–( f) are tracks of tropical cyclones originated from the Pacific and
blue lines from the SCS. Red boxes represent the UEH zone for statistics (cited from [31]).

incidence angle between 70° and 90°, among which seventeen passages were nearly
perpendicular to the coastline (80°–90° of the incidence angle). Only in two cases
the incidence angles were smaller than 40°.
As for the monthly distribution, the passages of tropical cyclones were prevailing in summer from June to August, when upwelling had been well developed.
There are 36 cases in summer, accounting for 86% of all passing cyclones, in which
18 cases occurred in July. As of the cyclone intensity, the most frequent category was
severe tropical storm (STS) with 12 cases during 34 years, followed by the tropical
depression (TD) and typhoon (TY) of 10 and 9 cases, respectively. The three most
prevailing types account for 74% of all passing tropical cyclones. The severest super
typhoon (super TY) occurred in July 2014.
4.2 Statistics of SST variation
The SST variations in the UEH induced by cyclone passages during 1982 and 2015
are shown in Figure 12. The SST difference (∆SST) between the post-cyclone and
pre-cyclone values is used to specify the response of UEH to typhoon passages. Here
the pre- and post-SST are averaged values of the whole region within 7 days before
cyclones enter or after passing the upwelling zone (outlined by red dashed lines
in Figure 11), respectively. In most cases, the SST in the upwelling zone decreased
(∆SST < 0) after the typhoon passage, with the greatest decrease of −2.4°C induced
by the severe typhoon (STY) Zeke in 1991. The SST increase occurred in 1985, 1989,
and 2001, with the greatest increase of 3.4°C after the passage of a nameless weak
11
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Figure 12.
SST changes induced by the 42 tropical cyclones passing over the UEH from 1982 to 2015. (a) Yearly distribution.
(b) Number of typhoons in different cases. (c) Monthly distribution. Warming cases are in red, cooling cases in
blue, and no-significant-change cases in gray (cited from [31]).

tropical depression (WTD). The warming of sea surface after typhoon passages is
distinguished from the prevailing cooling in the open ocean.
All 42 cases are categorized into three types according to the SST variation ∆SST:
cooling with ∆SST < −0.5°C, no-significant-change with −0.5 ≤ ∆SST ≤ 0.5°C, and
warming with ∆SST > 0.5°C. The statistical result is listed in Figure 12b. Nineteen
cases of forty-two cyclones triggered surface cooling, with ∆SST concentrated
mainly between −2 and −1.5°C and averaged to −1.5°C; twenty cases were in the
category of no-significant-change with a mean value of 0°C, accounting for 48% of
all cases and the number of slightly warming is larger than that of slightly cooling;
three warming cases were found with a mean value of 2.1°C. The magnitude of averaged warming is greater than that of cooling.
In monthly distribution (Figure 12c), most warming cases occurred from June
to September, with a maximum in June. The largest magnitude and most frequent
cooling were in July, preceding that in June and August.
4.3 SST changes vs. typhoon parameters
It is usually assumed that the intensity and moving speed of tropical cyclone are
two predominant factors influencing SST decrease in the open ocean. The stronger
or slower-moving cyclones are supposed to induce more SST decrease [49]. Other
studies suggested that the incidence angle and path of tropical cyclone may also play
an important role in SST variation in coastal regions [29, 50]. In the UEH, all the
four mentioned parameters are analyzed in 42 cases from 1981 to 2015.
The distributions of ∆SST on two joint parameters are illustrated in Figure 13.
One can see that all three warming cases occurred after passage of low-wind-speed
tropical cyclones, with duration period of 5–9 h, and the magnitude of SST variation increases with the incidence angle. For cooling cases, the relation between SST
variation and maximal wind speed is not significant, with correlation coefficient
R2 = 0.29. The magnitude of SST decrease is not dependent on the duration period
of tropical cyclone. Most cooling cases occurred after tropical cyclones with the
12
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Figure 13.
2-D distribution of SST variation with tropical cyclone parameters (a) SST variation vs. maximum wind
speed and residence time. (b) SST variation vs. maximum wind speed and incident angle. (c) SST variation vs.
incident angle and residence time (cited from [31]).

duration time smaller than 8 h. All cooling cases occurred with the incidence angles
greater than 50°, and there is an increasing trend of ∆SST magnitude with the incidence angle. The SST variation in no-significant-change is independent of the wind
speed or the duration time of tropical cyclone. The incidence angles were all larger
than 50°. It seems that the maximal wind speed and the incidence angle contribute
more to the SST response, and the duration time might have slight influence.
4.4 Mechanisms of SST change
The change in SST induced by passage of tropical cyclone depends on the net heat
flux in the research area. As a severe local disturbance, strong vertical convection and
turbulent mixing during the momentum transfer from the cyclone to the sea water are
generally regarded as the primary mechanism for sea surface cooling [47]. The magnitude of cooling increases as the strength of the cyclone increases or the movement speed
decreases, due to the enhancement of vertical pumping and mixing. Generally, the heat
variations of the upper ocean due to vertical convection and mixing induced by tropical
cyclone, denoted as Qv and Qm, respectively, are negative. However, 20 no-significantchanges and even 3 warming cases appear in the above statistical analysis, indicating
that there are other mechanisms inducing the positive heat flux via tropical cyclones.
As illustrated in Figure 14, the typhoon approaching the upwelling zone might
decrease or increase the SST in the offshore water due to onshore or offshore Ekman
transport induced by the typhoon winds. The heat flux due to the typhoon Ekman
flow is denoted by QE, and its sign depends on the relative locations of the typhoon
track and the upwelling zone [29]. For three SST warming cases mentioned above,
the locations of tropical cyclone tracks relative to the upwelling zone are variant:
one was south to the upwelling core, one passed the central upwelling zone, and one
veered from the north to the south. The local typhoon-induced heat advection QEa
by Ekman transport is merely one factor influencing the SST variation.
Zheng et al. [50] suggested that typhoon could force a single sea-level soliton
in the deep offshore water with the positive amplitude. Warm water was thus
transported onshore with the shoreward propagation of the soliton due to nonlinearity and resulted in net positive heat flux shoreward. The onshore amplitude of
13
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Figure 14.
Sketch of typhoon-induced upwelling-favorable/upwelling-unfavorable wind and shoreward propagating soliton.

Figure 15.
SST variation vs. incidence angle of tropical cyclone for three SST warming cases in UEH (cited from [31]).

soliton induced by typhoon (thus the heat advection marked as Qra) depends on the
typhoon incidence angle, i.e.,
α
sin θ

2
β d ≅ α 1 sin 1/2 θ exp (− _
)

(1)

in which βd is the amplitude of soliton, θ the typhoon incidence angle, and α1 and
α2 are parameters related to the continental shelf width, the turbulent viscosity and
the propagation velocity of the soliton (refer to [50] for detail).
The normalized SST variation vs. the incidence angle of tropical cyclone in
three warming cases is shown in Figure 15. One can see that the normalized ∆SST
increases with the incidence angle and conforms to the idealized curve suggested by
Zheng et al. [50]. It shows that the heat transport by the offshore soliton is a significant mechanism of SST increase in UEH after typhoon passages.
To sum up, the heat flux induced by tropical cyclone in UEH consists of two main
categories: nonlocal heat transport Qr through shoreward transport of the offshore
warm water by the tropical cyclone induced soliton, here Qr = Qra and is positive; local
heat flux by the momentum input of tropical cyclone Q1, including the heat change due
to vertical convection/mixing Qvm (negative) and Ekman flow QEa (positive/negative),
here Q1 = Qvm + QEa. Thus, the net heat flux by tropical cyclone is summarized as
⎧> 0
⎪
Q net = Q r + Q 1⎨= 0
⎪
⎩< 0
14

if Q 1 > 0 or Q r >
if Q 1 < 0 and Q r = − Q1
if Q 1 < and Q r < − Q1

(2)
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The above statistics of 42 tropical cyclone passages indicate that the SST
response in the UEH could be warming, no-significant-change, or cooling, accounting for 7, 48, and 45%, respectively. The heat flux is affected by the intensity, the
moving speed, the incidence angle, and the relative location of tropical cyclone. The
combination of these factors modifies the relative magnitudes of Qr and Q1, thus
influences the SST response signatures.

5. Summaries
The wind-driven UEH is a typical seasonal coastal upwelling in the northwestern SCS. Satellite SST data and wind products help to investigate the variability
of UEH to multi-scale atmospheric processes. This chapter overviews the recent
progress, including the long-term and interannual variability of UEH with the
global climate change in recent decades, the response of UEH and UEV to super
El Niño events in 1998 and 2016, the variation of UEH after sudden impacts of
typhoon passages, and the variability mechanisms. The main results are summarized as follows:
1. Different from intensification trend of most east-coast upwelling, the UEH
has a weakened trend in the recent 30 years from 1982 to 2012. The decreasing rate of UI is 0.01°C/a. The UEH has higher correlation coefficient with
the variation of the local wind curl, which also has decreasing trend than the
alongshore wind stress. Meanwhile, the latitude of UEH core tends to move
northward, so does the latitude of the maximum wind curl location. Three
intrinsic modes with periods of 3, 5, and 10 years are found both for the
upwelling intensity and the core location variation, of which the mode with a
3-year period dominates the variation. The local wind curl plays an important
role in the interannual variation of the UEH.
2. The response of the UEH to the super El Niño event in 2016 was different from
that in 1998. The responses of the UEH to two super El Niño events were also
different from that of the UEV. Specifically, the upwelling-favorable wind
anomaly enhanced the UEH, while the upwelling-unfavorable wind anomaly
weakened the UEV in summer 1998. In summer 2016, there were upwellingfavorable wind anomalies in both the UEH and the UEV. However, the cool
water zone shrunk with warmer SSTA in the UEH region, and the UEV
became warmer, indicating other mechanisms beside the ENSO-induced wind
anomaly. It is found that mesoscale eddies may significantly affect the response
of upwelling to super El Nino events.
3. There are three categories of SST response for 42 cases of typhoons passing through the UEH from 1982 to 2015, i.e., increasing SST (19 cases),
no-significant-changing SST (20 cases), and decreasing SST (3 cases).
The averaged SST increase is 2.1°C, higher than the averaged decrease of
−1.5°C. The intensity and the incidence angle are found to be main factors
affecting the variation of SST. The typhoon-induced elevation nonlinear
soliton transports heat from the open ocean to the coastal upwelling zone,
so that SST increases. The observed SST variation vs. the incidence angle
of typhoon track conforms to the theoretical predictions, namely, the SST
variation may be caused by both local and remote heat transports induced
by typhoon.
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